INTERNATIONAL TRUCK
®

TOP 10 REASONS TO BUY:
INTERNATIONAL® CV™ SERIES
The International® CV™ Series includes commercial-grade features like a heavyduty, gear-driven transfer case, a single straight, high-strength frame rail, an
available air ride rear suspension, a forward-tilting hood with easy-to-reach
maintenance points, 700 lb.-ft. of reliable torque and other features only found
on a true commercial truck. And best of all, the CV Series is supported by the
largest commercial dealer network in the industry with more dedicated truck
bays and diesel technicians than anyone else. Smart, capable and strong, the
CV Series is ready to take your business to the next level.
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A FLEXIBLE FOUNDATION The CV Series is
engineered to meet the needs of applications ranging
from contractor dump and bucket lifts to roll-back
recovery and emergency vehicles. Design elements
like straight frame rails with no top-side rivets and
available clean cab-to-axle configuration ensure
streamlined upfitting and reduced modification costs
regardless of the application.
AIR RIDE SUSPENSION Whether it’s produce, appliances,
beverage distribution or other sensitive cargo, the
available segment-exclusive air ride suspension will help
ensure your shipment arrives in-tact. Air ride suspension
also provides the ability to adjust the ride height for
optimum loading and unloading.
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COMPETITIVE WARRANTY Relentless testing
in brutal cold, punishing heat and extreme altitudes
ensure the CV Series can perform in the harshest
conditions. Backed by a competitive warranty and
supported by industry-leading service from the largest
commercial truck network in the country.
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FORWARD-TILTING HOOD The CV™ Series’ commercial
grade forward-tilting 3-piece hood opens wide and
provides easy access to the engine and routine service
points. An integrated hood safety latch helps prevent the
hood from inadvertently closing or being blown closed.
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MORE CONFIGURATIONS With an available front drive axle, regular or crew
cab configurations, a Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) up to 23,500 lbs.
and a Gross Vehicle Combination Weight (GCWR) Rating of up to 37,000 lbs.,
the CV Series is one of the most capable class 4/5 trucks on the road.
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COMMERCIAL GRADE Whether it’s the durability of a segmentexclusive gear-driven transfer case, an available 4-inch bumper
extension for robust front-end grille and radiator protection, the
self-cleaning slip-resistant steps or the sensible placement of the
Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) reservoir to avoid mixing fluids, the CV
Series is designed and engineered for tough, commercial needs.
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OUTSTANDING MANEUVERABILITY The CV
Series is designed to achieve up to a 50 degree
wheel cut for outstanding maneuverability –
critical in crowded jobsites or narrow streets.
A rearview camera is also available to improve
driver visibility when backing up/or reversing.
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ACTIVE SAFETY TECHNOLOGY The CV Series
is equipped with the Hydromax hydraulic
four-wheel disc braking system and four-channel
ABS for superior braking performance under
all conditions.
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POWERTRAIN The International® 6.6 liter
engine offers 700 lb.-ft. of torque and 350 HP
to get the load moving and keep it moving over
challenging terrain and steep grades. Allison
automatics are available with several vocational
codes and with or without PTO provisions to
ensure versatility and long-term reliability.

DRIVERFIRST™ INTERIOR The CV™ Series’
DriverFirst™ interior pairs hardworking functionality
with automotive-like comfort. It is packed with
features like available remote start with keyfob,
leather wrapped steering wheel with fingertip
controls, Apple CarPlay, Android Auto and plenty
of storage to ensure comfort and productivity.
Inside, triple-sealed doors reduce road noise and
help mitigate driver fatigue.

